SGA Resolution 1-14-S

A resolution to require the use of safety crossing arms and stop signs on all Middle Tennessee State University buses.

Whereas: The campus of Middle Tennessee State University has had several auto-related accidents and close calls on campus property.

Whereas: Stop signs would catch the attention of drivers traveling behind or approaching a campus bus.

Whereas: Retractable crossing arms would ensure that cars traveling behind a bus would adhere to campus laws of no passing and decrease the chance of collision with a pedestrian after leaving the blind spot of a bus.

THEREFORE, LET IT BE RESOLVED BY THE 76TH CONGRESS OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF MIDDLE TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY THAT:

Section 1: Middle Tennessee State University shall ensure that all in-use buses contain an affixed functioning crossing arm and stop sign device.

Section 2: If passed, this will go into at the start of the Fall semester 2014.

Sponsors: Senator Chris Hardman

Co-Sponsors: Senator Kenneth Kennedy
Senator Andrew George
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